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“ Should you advise me to go to the
A Turkish vocabulary would be a
Aroostook
is a question often put. very convenient thing for the reader
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Before answering this, I would use of newspapers, and particularly at the
JAMES K. REMICH.
the characteristic privilege of asking present time, when Turkish affairs are
Office on the Main-street-opposite the Meeting-House.
—who are you ?
brought into special notice.
Many
TSKMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
are confused by the various terms
situated
—
“
If
you
are
already
well
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
have a good farm—live in a pleasant which they find in the papers ; they
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
of the Ottoman Porte—the Sub
neighborhood, and are blessed with the read
1
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
common goods and chattels necessary lime Porte—the Divan, &.C., without
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
any very distinct ideas, and
for the well being and happiness of gaining
1
any error inxany advertisement beyond the amount
either omit the oriental news as
your family, stay where you are—go they
1
charged for its insertion.
or content themselves
neither east nor west. Are you a unintelligible,
1
COMMUNICATION.
man of feeble health, with little cap with a very superficial acquaintance
ital, unable to undergo the severe with it.—Some of our readers -may
[Passages from the Diary of a Tourist—No. 4.J
MISCELLANEOUS.
be gratified with an expla
toils of subduing the forest, and unable perhaps
I
PHILADELPHIA-LYCEUM OF THE
of several of the terms in
Be Careful. —B is said that Helvelius,,
to hire ? It would not be advisable nation
!
NORTHERN LIBERTIES.
although others will need
one day, in passing a stable door, saw an
for you to go there. Are you idle— question,
1
Having been favored with an introduction
no such information.—We therefore
ostler standing at the heels of a horse, while
lazy
—
shiftless
and
vicious
?
Go
not
to Charles Peirce, Esq., formerly of Ports
he arranged the crouper.
thither.—Better go where (if you can turn hastily to several works of ref
mouth, N. H. (and, if my memory serves me,
£‘ Young man,” said Helvetius,££ why do
c
not reform) almshouses and prisons erence, and give the following :
the printer and publisher of “ The Ports you stand so near the horse, and behind
Sultan
is
the
title
of
the
Turkish
are
more
abundant
to
administer
to
mouth Oracle” in 1793 or thereabouts,) now him—he may kick you.”
your necessities, or to ensure your despot. It is a word of Arabic ori
a resident of the city of Philadelphia, and
££ Because,” said thelioy, ££ I can do the
safe keeping. Are you in straitened gin signifying mighty. The power of
stands high as a philanthropist and public work much sooner in this position, than I
circumstances, but in good health, the Sultan is hereditary, and knows
benefactor, he very obligingly sent me a can when I stand at the horse’s flanks.”
with a robust and hardy family of no limit except the precepts of the
“ Perhaps so, but if the horse should
ticket for admission into the Lyceum of the
children to assist you ? Go to the koran, and no restraint except the
kick
you
once,
and
if
you
should
even
es

Northern Liberties.—The Hall occupied by
cape death, the time lost in entertaining
Aroostook. If possible, take a supply fear of assassination. The whole ad
the Society was in North 3d street, and fit
your wound, would be doubly all that you
of
provisions with you to last till you ministration, civil, military and relig
ted up in a style surpassing any thing of the could save in the longest life, by standing
can get a crop—'Select a good lot of ious, is at his disposal. Grand Seignkind I ever saw. Here was Chemical and as you now do, to crouper a horse, rather
land, be prudent and industrious, and or is another title by which he is
Philosophical apparatus of various kinds, Or than to occupy a place of safety a little on
Pressure of the Sea.—If a piece of wood in three years you can look around known. The title Padishah also be
reries, and maps to facilitate the illustration one side his heels.”
which floats on.water be forced down to a upon your productive acres and your longs to him, and is regarded in
of Astronomical and Geographical studies,
Whether the ostler obeyed or not, we great depth in the sea, the pressure of the
well filled garners with satisfaction. Turkey as highly honorable. The
together with Paintings illustrating remarka cannot tell; but we have often thought of surrounding liquid will be so severe, that a
Are you a young man just starting present Sultan is Mahmoud II.
ble eventsj and a very extensive Minerolog- the anecdote when we have seen people at quantity of water will be forced into the in life, but with no capital save a
Ottoman, the appellation given to
ical and Antique Cabinet.
Finding that tempting to save a half minute of time, and pores of the wood, and so increase its weight, strong arm—good courage and a nar the Turkish empire, is derived from
risking life, by jumping from a steamboat that it will be no longer capable of floating
things here indicated something beyond the
Go to the Aroostook— the name of its founder, Othman, Otto
before she was fastened to the wharf, or or rising to the surface. Hence the timbers row axe ?
common country Lyceums which I had hith
from a rail-road car before it was slopped ; of ships, which have foundered in a deep attend assiduously and carefully to man, or Osman.
erto been acquainted with, I took some and indeed, every day’s occurrences present
your business—select a suitable lot
Ottoman Porte, or Sublime Porte, is
pains to learn the method of instruction illustrations of the anecdote, and half the part of the ocean, never rise again to the for your purpose, and with the com
surface, like those which are sunk near the
the
name of the Turkish government.
pursued here, and by what charm they accidents of which we receive intelligence,
shore. A diver may with impunity, plunge mon blessings of Providence, you will The word Porte, (Latin porta, a gate,)
contrived to keep alive an interest which ac by land or sea, by fire and waler, stage,
to certain depths in the sea ; but there is a in a few years, find yourself an inde was applied because this was the name
cording to my own experience at home is so steamboat, car, horse, and foot, come from limit beyond which he cannot continue to pendent freeholder, with a farm of
given to the gate of the Sultan’s pal
apt to subside, and finally die, or in a ma attempting to save a second of time, by go live under the pressure to which he is sub your own subduing, and with a capi
ace.
ing
too
near
the
horse
’
s
heels
to
put
on
the
jority of cases leaving the Lyceum to be sus
ject. For the same reason it is probable tal of your own creating.”
Divan, the name of the supreme
that there is a depth, below which fishes
tained altogether by a few.—Unlike the crouper.
Dr. Holmes’’ Agricultural Report,
££ Festine Bente” was the motto of a great cannot live.
council of state. Its original significa
They have, according to
Lyceums generally in our small country
man of old ; but the ostler, probably, had
Its
towns in New England, which strictly forgotten all about his great friend Caesar, Joshlin, been caught in a depth, at which
Gigantic Clover.—A late number of tion is—a board, or low level.
use therefore corresponds nearly with
speaking are nothing better than debating and he and others rarely think how profita they must have sustained a pressure of the London Globe contains the fol
eighty tons to each square foot of the sur lowing account of a new species of our use of board for council,
clubs, where the whole effort appears to be ble it would be to “ make haste slowly.”
face of their bodies.
Grand Vizier, the prime minister of
?
clover, the seed of which has just
which party in a discussion shall carry the
U. S. Gazette.
State. On him devolves the actual
been
brought
into
England
from
vote of the meeting upon some question of
Candor.—Children and fools, they say,
authority. He appoints to all civil
politics, or religion, or may be of idle curi
A short Sermon.— How to make Money. speak lhe truth. A story is travelling the Asia :—
u A gentleman has just arrived and military offices, and puts to death
osity, the Philadelphia Lyceum is so con — Do you complain that you have nothing rounds, which represents that a good lady, in
The word vizier
£ Tom,’ you say, has a welcoming her friends, said, £ Do make from Georgia, who has brought with whom he pleases.
ducted as to improve the heart and un to begin with ?
Harry has a thousand dollars, but I yourselves at home y I’m at home myself, him a new colossal and prolific clo probably comes from the Latin video, * *
derstanding, by calling into action real tal- farm.
have nothing.’ I say to you look at your and wish you all were !’ This is nearly as ver seed from Bukhara, which he is to see.
entAEequirifig
smalMegre^f mental eff<<G^sustain a>e«^ilalle staging as a hands, and tell me what they are worth. good as the story one of the most distin going to submit to Mr. Loudon.
Mufti.—This is the title of the suAc
Would you take one thousand dollars for guished statesmen in Massachusetts, rather cording to the accounts of ..tie most preme judicial officer, and interpreter
?
member.—^fie Society is divided off into
them, or for the use of them throughout
classes, each class devoting themselves to your life ? If you can make half a dollar a remarkable for his bluntness now, tells of celebrated travellers who Have visited of the Koran. His office cannot be
his boyhood. His mother had long been that distant and important country, compared with any in the governsome particular branch of science—the day with them would it not be a bad bar
expecting a visit from a neighbor’s family to which is equal in climate to Great- ments of western Europe. His rank is
members each in turn passing through the gain, lor that sum is the interest of more
tea. Among the company expected was
several classes, thus making it a system of than two thousand dollars ; so that if you an out of town visiter of the family afore Britain, all grains, herbs, and veget next to that of the Grand Vizier, if not
instruction on the progressive plan, now so are industrious and Harry is lazy you are said ; and in honor of the occasion, all the ables distinguish themselves by their’ superior.
highly approved of as the best calculated to more than twice as rich as he is ; and niceties had been prepared and consumed, gigantic growth. The clover seed just
Reis Effendi, the Secretary of State.
systematize the acquisition of learning. when you can do man’s work, and make a and prepared again two or three times imported, grows to the enormous’ The word effendi is of modern in■
dollar a day, you are four times as rich and over. At length having all right; and being height of twelve or fifteen feet, and troduction, and is a corruption of
V
Thus some five or six are classed for the
are fairly worth four thousand dollars. fearful that her labor would be lost again, can be cut every month.
But this is’ Greek word signifying lord or master,
purpose of investigating Chemistry ;—others,
Money and land therefore are not the on- the lady one day dispatched her son to in not the only valuable property of this
It is often used as a term of respect.
Botany, Geography, Astronomy, Mechanics,
ly capital with which a young man can be&c. The exercises of each class occupy ein the world. If he has good health and vite the company to come that afternoon. most extraordinary production of the
Pashaw, or Bashaw, or Pacha, the •
He acquitted himself of the message as fol vegetable kingdom. Out of the stem
ing one evening of the Lyceum, each mem is industrious, even the poorest boy in our
first
being the most correct. This is
lows ; £ Ma’am says she wants you and your a hemp is prepared, which is so high
ber of the class furnishing some dissertation country has something to trade upon ; and
company to come over to our house this af ly esteemed in the distant region of the governor of a Turkish province.
or lecture upon a question given him by a if he be besides well educated, and have ternoon, and says she wishes to lhe Lord it
He is appointed by the Sultan or
which it is a native, that the prefer Vizier, and exercises great power.
board of directors, the subject of which is skill in any kind of work, and add to this was over.’—N. Y. Dispatch.
ence is given to it over all other sorts. “ The most distinguished have three
upon that particular study or science pur moral habits and religious principles, so
u Should the plan succeed in Eng horse-tails carried before them ; the
A
French
physician
says
that
there
are
that
his
employers
may
trust
him
and
place
sued by the class. Thus one evening may
land, and of which there can be but inferior only two.”
be devoted to Mechanics, another to Bot confidence in him, he may then be said to unquestionably, in that country, many hun
The Capudan
setjout in life with a handsome capital, and dred cases every year, in which the body little doubt, it will form a new era,
(captain) Pashaw is the high admiral.
any, &c.—The member hands in to the Sec
certainly has as good a chance of becoming is interred before life is extinct, and adds, by rendering this country independ
retary his or her written dissertation, which independent and respectable, and perhaps that the only sure test of death is the com
Mussulman or Moslem signifies, in
ent of foreign supplies of clover seed.
is read by him and then filed—then any rich, as any man in the country.
The late cel It is fortunate that it has arrived the Turkish language, a true believer,
‘ Every mencement of putrefaction.
member of the Lyceum may interrogate man is the maker of his own fortune.’
Philadelphia North American,
All ebrated Dr. Physic, of Philadelphia, who in time to be tried this year.—It must
the author upon any point connected with depends upon the right principles and they died a year or two ago, appears to have
be sown in April. It is said that
been of the same opinion.
He left a posi
his essay—either for further illustration or are these :
UO^The Canada thistle may be en
each grain will produce three hun
1. Be Industrious: Time and skill are tive direction, that he -should not be taken
explanation of what may appear obscure,
tirely destroyed by cutting them when
dred
thousand
seeds.
”
from his bed for some time, but wrapt up
and he may perhaps be called upon by his your capital.
in the bloom and applying salt to the
2. Be Saving: Whatever it be live with in it warmly, and the room to be kept well
classmates to defend his opinions, which
Soap Suds for Nourishing Flowers. inside of the stalk. As this thistle is
warmed
till
putrefaction
had
commenced.
—
in
your
income.
may give rise to a regular discussion, which
3. Be Prudent: Buy not what you can These directions were followed and the —A fair correspondent writes us always a nuisance particularly in gar
is often, as it happened on one of the eve
warmth of his chamber acting upon his re from Newton Stewart in the following dens, and as this is the season for de
do without.
nings I attended, kept up with considera
4. Be Resolute: Let your economy be mains predisposed by disease to ready pu terms :—I recently happened to gath stroying them according to the above
ble vigour for over an hour, the subject, in always of to-day, not of to-morrow.
trefaction, speedily brought about the evi er a beautiful pansey, and when tired suggestion, we give the intelligence for
this instance, being referred to a committee
5. Be Contented and Thankful: A dence of death.
of it tossed the toy aside, which part the benefit of those who wish to rid
for a report. This system of classing and cheerful spirit makes labor light and sleep
ly by accident fell into a box full of themselves of a mischievous weed.
permitting the written essays to be read by sweet, and all around happy, all of which is
Politeness,—Politeness may prevent soap suds. The said pansey had nei
The Maine Farmer, we notice, on
the Secretary, I thought highly of, as it much better than being only rich.
the want of wit and talents from being ther joint nor root, and you may judge the authority of Mr. Whitman of Read
called into action the female talent in the
observed : but wit and talent cannot of my surprise when at the end of a field, state that the “ white weed” may
Sadness.—There are moments in a prevent the discovery of the want of
Association, which was done in a very
day or two, I found it growing. From be eradicated by the application of a
happy manner.—I admired the very refin man’s life when despondency weighs up politeness.
this time forward 1 watched it nar strong solution of salt in water poured
on him like an incubus.
He has his
ed and polite method of introducing the
rowly, and now find, after the lapse of upon them.
sunny hours and his hours of gloom.
Many of the empty pots of an apoth a fortnight, a goodly plant with sev
compositions of the ladies. When one was Bright winged thoughts, like birds of
laid upon the desk the President would say paradise, flit through his mind.
D. B. A. G. T. T.—The sheriffs of
Hope ecary’s shop are as gaudily decorated eral buds on it. Thinking water might
—“ An essay on the causes of the fading of gilds his days with glad promises, and and neatly marked as those that are produce the same effect I placed a Mississippi now put on a few addition
colours in silk, when exposed to the rays Joy spreads her charm around him. But full, and the bottles that make the newly cropped pansey in an element al letters to the legal writs they are
of the sun, by a Lady,” if such should hap in the smiling garden where roses grow greatest show in the street are filled which pure in itself is the medium obliged to return. Where a fellow has
pen to be its title—or, “ The best method of and eternal summer reigns, the dark with colored, useless fluid.
of purity in every thing else, but it run away, sloped, they now write the
taking stains out ofLinen, and an explana ling night shade will spring up and the fu
withered and died on so spare a di following significant letters upon the
Pythagoras gave this excellent pre et. By way of confirming the first back of the writs—D. B. A. G. T. T.,
tion of the chemical process in the operation, neral cypress fling its shadow. Sadness
by a Lady”—in no case naming the author, will steal in upon the Eden, and convert cept :—Choose always the way that experiment, I have since placed a which being interpreted, means “ Done,
the brightest and rarest flowers to rue is best, how rough soever it may slip of a rose tree and a pink in suds Bursted and Gone to Texas !”
but as all the regular members of lhe Lyce
and hemlock.
Be.—Custom will render it easy and and both are flourishing in great vig
um would be presumed to know, the deli
“ Please Exchange,” as the Printer
agreeable.
or in my dressing room.—Should this
cacy of the fair one would not be offended
Believe nothing against another but
accidental discovery prove useful to said when he offered his heart to a
by a public exposure of her name.—I have
upon good authority ; nor report what
Show me a young lady whose mind is
beautiful girl.
alluded to two of the subjects treated upon
may hurt another, unless it be a great never at ease at home, and I will show you any of your florists, it will afford sin
cere
pleasure
to
your
correspondent.
when I was present. The exercises gener
a fair candidate for a bad wife.
er hurt to others to conceal it.
A Western editor calls dancing ‘ the
Dumfries Courier,
ally evinced, as I thought, a good degree of
poetry of kicking the heels up.’
“
Three
Cheers
I
”
exclaimed
a
fellow
talent and scientific research.—I then thought,
“Now Sam, if you don’t stop licking
{ Inclination never wants an excuse—and
and subsequent reflection has confirmed the that molasses, I’ll tell the man.”
“ By at a political meeting, once upon a
Niggerology is a new name for aboli
i if one won’t do, there are a dozen others
time
—
“
not
such
cheers
as
you
sit
on,
Lyceum
chalks
—
you
tell
the
man,
and
I
’
ll
lick
you
opinion, that the man agers of this
tionism.
soon
found.
’
, but hurrah boys !”
have introduced the right system for ren- and the ’lasses too.”
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

dering their institution beneficial, and that
their example might be advantageously
followed here, even as it necessarily must
be on a much smaller scale.—From an ad
vertisement in your paper you are, I per
ceive, an official member in a Lyceum m
this village. Could you induce both old
and young, of both sexes, to join in getting
up and sustaining an institution similar to
the one I have endeavored to describe, our
next winter evenings might be rendered the
occasion of acquiring and diffusing no in
considerable amount of valuable knowledge.

Marriage.—No vulgar maxim has prov
ed more detrimental to female happiness
than that a reformed rake makes the best
of husbands ; in almost every instance the
direct contrary has happened. For, in the
first place, if the maxim be true it is far
from certain that matrimony will produce a
reform. The vanity of an enamoured fe
male may flatter her that her amiable
qualities will effect a reformation must go
deeper than that which is only the momenta
ry effect of an impetuous passion, it must
extend to the whole mode of thinking.
A
rake is but another term for a sensualist,
which in itself implies the quality selfish;
he has been accustomed to sacrifice the best
interests of others, to his personal gratifica
tion : and there are more ways than one of
trifling with the happiness of a fellow crea
ture. Further, the libertine has acquired
despicable opinions of the sex, and we
know that matrimonial tyranny usually
originates from the contemptible opinion of
the female sex. Lastly, in marrying a rake
there are many chances to one that a wo
man marries a drunkard or a gamester ;
and these are perhaps the only vices
which are never to be reformed.
We
might add, that without some notion of re
ligion, morality has but an uncertain basis
—and what rake would be thought to en
tertain any respect for religion ?

cred gauntlets. Miss M’Donald, lady in
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waiting on the Queen, wore a rich crim ____ MAIL ARTICLES^
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the Eastern
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On the 27th ult., the Indians attack-! tKo
ough wore an eastern costume, which at
which occupies between two a JWne|,s>
has resigned the office of Chancellor of
Hampshire,
on
the
part
of
the
road^rom
ed
a
party
of
volunteers
on
Orange
Lake,
I
tracted much attention, as did also a ve
J columns. Among those articles w thr8e
the Exchequer, and has been elevated to ’
ry handsome dress worn by Miss Stuart killed and took prisoners the whole party. I Newburyport to Portsmouth, presented at- the following, exhibited bv \:. e not‘ce
the Peerage.
He is succeeded by the de Rothsay.—Among the" Knights the
Seventeen men of Fort Andrews had! the meeting of the stockholders at Ports-■ Maine
S. Batchelder, Saco Dvt,Zens
Right. Hon. Francis Thornhill Baring, Marquis of Waterford had the best turn a fight with 40 Indians ; loss, whites, g mouth on the 4th inst. It appears that B. F. Mason, Kennebunk, ’Machhme‘er5
one of the Secretaries of the Treasury.
a thorough re-survey of the -route has. manufacturing Dough ; Joseph %n,e for
out.
In his retainers were Lord Inges- killed, 5 wounded.
Mr. Rice is made a Baron of the United
A wounded Indian went into Fort been recently made, and estimates have Portland, Case of Carpenters’ To I 'Xter’
trie, as a 1 urkish doctor, in a dress of
Kingdom, by the title of Baron Montea
been made on two lines, one of which is phen Mayo, Augusta, Collar Block . LSte'
damask 1 urkish silk, bare heels, and yel Pierce for assistance,
under the
G‘ &
gle, of Brandon in the County of Kerry, i
from half to two and a half miles farther N. D. Ropes, Portland, Cutlery •
low slippers, a cap of grey tartan—his care of the surgeon.
Dodge, do. Flower Pot; Reuben F p’i,iUnin
—Lord John Russell, Secretary of the
from
the
sea
coast
than
the
other.
The
beard grisly, in keeping with the charac
Kidnapping.—The Worcester Spy con- inland
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I___ __has been
uccu select- do., a young man between 18 andlQ "gS’
Home department, and the Marquis ofj
ter. The Pope, or holy friar, an Irish i
of age, apprentice to Mr. Geor«e FlJi ^ars
Normanby, Secretary of the Colonial de
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ti it is a
gentleman—one of the best characters
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*’‘her’ “ Compass ; J. & J. Russell, do » m ’.tale
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present—was in a dress of brown serge,
former having from being long in lhe Cab and bore huge keys, cross, beads, bells’ Perly, or Berlin Shearer, and the other i
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Thev went to the1 eSS ,curvature> has less bridging, and York Manufacturing Co, Saco L Boxl
a book, and large candle, the instruments --------- Dickinson.
’ eans and
duties of the latter office, which at pres
house
of
the
parents
on
the 12th inst., and ,'requires
reflUires no draws. The length "of
of the TicYmg-Portland\ddv.
of excommunication in the Popish church.
ent are the most important.
Mr. Pou- The “ Pope” was at the head of Lord stated that Shearer, who represented him-i■ ,ine
hne on the selected route, from the
The Speaker.—Dr Duncan has k
lett Thompson is appointed Governor
Waterford’s procession, and was followed self as a trader in Palmer, being in want of a I Merrimac river to the Piscataoua is 1 9 spoken of as the candidate of ¡L y
lad to live with him, was desirous of taking ! miles 1080 feet •
’
’ ” ’
General of the Canadas. Air. Labouchee
,
; and to the Universalist Burenites for Speaker of the Ifr. Van
by a Highland chieftain, Mr. Thomas
thei’ J ?ind ‘’brinSir,g him "P-”j| Meeting
succeeds him as President of the Board
Meeting House.
House, ’ 19 miles 380 feet.
Of
Price, in a dress of black and white, trim- Shearer s representation was confirmed by Li,
Representatives at Washington,
ofTrade, and is to have a seat in the
med with! silver.
his
bomoaninn.
tvlm
nnauaj
i.:.v.„„ic
r
111lis distance 17 1-3 miles are straight,
The
Esquires
of
the
¡
‘
,
i
s
Com
l
)an
i°f',
who
passed
himself
off
for
Atlas
is of opinion that M>. Pirton e
Cabinet. Sir G. Grey is also to have a
Marquis were Lord John Beresford, Sirj! his,, clerk, and recommended
------------ ---him- as an ex- and 1 3-4 miles curved on radii of not S C., one of Caffioun’s friends, ^
seat in the Cabinet. Lord Howick, the Charles Kent, Mr. Mark Whyte, Capthin ! mt ent person.with wborn to P!ace a boY- less than a mile. The estimated cost of
their candidate. Every whig sfionM i?
son of Earl Grey, Secretary of War, has Lumley, Captain Lewis Ricardo Mr ' / • ,Parent® finally
to their
. yielded
,
—r irnpor- grading, masonry, and bridging, includino- present the first day o/the 8fS8ioD"AF
resigned, as has his relative, Mr. Wood, Maidstone, and Mr. J. W. Beresford ; and 1 ’ ? •'eS,’
I permitted them to take the $45,000 for a bridge over Merrimac riv
Secretary to the Admiralty. The cause
lad in question.—After their departure, the er, is $172,025 ; and the whole cost of Boston Atlas says__
the minstrels were an Irish piper and har
parents became uneasy, and on the morning the I’oad, including grading, railway, land
of their resignation is not known, but it
“ As to the, candidate
------ of the (opp0si
is supposed to be from some difference of per. Sir Charles Lamb w;ore a lovely of the 15th, the unhappy father set out in and damages, and depot buildings $287
tlOn’ 'T have beard the name of Mr”;
green dress of an ancient figure.
Mr. pursuit of his son. A flay or two after, a
opinion with the majority of the Cabinet.
a“|600- A contract has been made for the
Gov. Lincoln‘o(illEv.
.
Gilmour had a beautiful green velvet letter was received from him, <taed
<lttlcu ’rtl
Mr. Wyse, a member for the city of Wa
s_achusetts,
sene
to|s
r
Mi>'S.*'to
be
completed,
one
half
bv
the.
'
lset
‘
s.
mentioned
with Sppil
to be completed, one half by the.
bpringfield,stating that his son had gone to
surcoat,
trimmed
with
sable,
long
black
terford, is appointed a Commissioner of
boots of the old fashion, and a&cap of some place over the mountains, about 40 1st of April, and the other half by the Either of the gentlemen would disc!
the Treasury, and a writ was issued for
The route runs a the duties’ of”the office "wel’l
black velvet, a gilt dagger in front with iv miles from that place, and that he should 1st of June next.
a new election. Mr. Sbiel is to be Vice
follow him. Nothing has since been heard- third of a mile - east of the village of northern Speaker is a rara alii sei(io’
ory
handle.
To
describe
the
dresses
par

from him.
President of the Board of Trade, and
Hampton Falls, through the village of Old to be seen ; and it is to be feared th,
On Monday last, a letter was received by
Mr. Vernon Smith under Secretary of the ticularly would occupy a greater space
Hampton, and 1 3-4 miles
east of the a number of the Southern Whigs rath
than
we
are
prepared
for
:
let
it
suffice
to
the
municipal
authorities
of
Worcester
Colonies.
dated the 19th inst., from the Mayor of Fred vdlage of Greenland. It approaches with than see this sceptre pass out-of South
say,
that
all
the
fancy
dresses
were
of
the
These new appointments vacate sever
ericksburg, Virginia, staling, the Spy ob. in 7 miles of the town of New Market, ern hands, would give their votes for
al seats in Parliament, and writs of elec richest description, and seemed to have se*y^’fbat on the 15th, a man calling himmaking the distance from that place to Southern candidate"; even though he h™
suffered little by the inclemency of the
tion were issued before the prorogation.
|! self Dickinson
Shearer, arrived there
with
a Boston 57 miles.
The distance from pen to be a Loco Foco."
-»tber
on
Wednesday.
The
tiltlDg
'bo7;i™n
slaV
e
'
nnd
In place of Mr. P. Thompson, who was
r
-, k, A.......................
»¡s slave,’ and Boston to the proposed depot in PortsWe bad supposed that Mr. Bell of
went
on
with.great
spirit,
and
there
was
1 thpra
wne
it waa
—! ! i •
.
1 was feared, had sold him to a slave trader
a member for Manchester, the liberal
a splendid ball in the castle in the even the night previous. He had been arrested, mouth is 53 1-2 miles.
ennessee
would be the Whig canfi;
------,
and
should
the
party applied to Mr. Samuel Jones Lloyd,
ing.”
and admitted on examination that the boy> railroad be extended to Dover, the dis date. If he is not, we are decidedly of
the banker, to offer himself as a candidate.
The Commerce publishes a letter from was free, and that he obtained him from tance will be 63 miles.
opinion that Mr. Evans would be the bes
He declined the offer, and it was made to
There has been some discussion of the Speaker the whigs could choose. He has
Mr. Robert Hyde Gregg of Manchester. St Petersburg!), dated the 14th of Au his parents in Worcester, without informing
them of his intention to take him to Virgin
The Tories have nominated Sir George gust, which states that a conspiracy had ia. i he writer of the tetter.adds, that Shear practicability of erecting a bridge over the long been a member of the House, is fam.
P'scafoqua, at Portsmouth, of sufficient mar with its rules, and possesses everyre
been
discovered
among
the
officers
of
the
Murray. The election was to take place
ers story was “so absurd as to create a :
on Friday, Sept. 6.—The radical Whigs first corps d'armee, and of the Hussars of strong impression [of his being] a kidnap- <stability for the extension of the railroad qmsite m an eminent degree. Many years
have put up Col. Thompson.
Air. Bar the Imperial Guard, in consequence of per, and information is sent to you, that oyer it towards Portland, the water being ago, and before ho had this experience
ing was re-elected for Portsmouth without which numerous arrests had taken place. proper inquiries be made, and, if possible, ev- -80 feet in depth, and the current rapid, he was Speaker of the House ofRepre’
I be commanders of both corps were more n enee sent to prove the bov’s freedom, and lhe present bridge, which has stood sev- sehtatives of Maine, and was (hen regard
opposition.—Boston Daily Adv.
identify fnm. * * * This man says he i era! years, is built upon piles. It is not a ed as an excellent presiding officer.
over removed and placed on half pay.
came from Pelham [Palmer ?] Massachu very firm structure, and has been sunKennebec Journal.
The Tournament at Eglingtoun Castle,
From Canton.—By the arrival of the setts and has a brother, a Deacon Shearer, posed to be in great danger of being car
m Ayrshire in Scotland, which had been
residing
there.
Inquiries
of
the
truth
of
this
ried away by the currents’ and . ice.
But
ship Niantic, Griswold, at New York,
Miramichi, Sept. lO.-Monster of a
the subject of long conversation and great
statement may be material. All that human- it is the opinion of the engineer of the Mackerel.-On the 23d of August last
from
Canton, news is received -liUlit
from ii
I
M
f 1"* ’.eS’WiH
»VI/1 . Uc
!
S
I
I
,
'.!.
q
r
be
done
here
’
to
recover
preparation, began on Wednesday, Aug.
rad road (Col. Fessenden) that a firmer as Robert Loggie and Alexander Mills
’^fortunate
boy
7 *.
A messenger will be
28. From Monday morning people be inat place to Alay 12, about a month la- die ’....
ter than former advices by way of Eng- dispatched to night, in pursuit, and the con bridge may be erected at a moderate ex- were engaged on Fox Island, in this
gan to flock to the place from all parts of land.
f
Tfie ports
were re-opened on the stituted authorities invoked to aid him. This pense, which will be permanent, and will river, splitting and curing salmon, they
the United Kingdom, and by Tuesday 7th of May, so far
man is in custody, but cannot be long de afford a track for the common travel as saw a large fish coming in from sea
night not only the Castle, but all the neigh departure of vessels as to permit the tained without evidence.”
well as for the rail road. This, therefore, and supposing it to be a young whale
in
port,
but
none
boring villages and farm houses, with the.
The Spy adds : “ On receipt of this letter, is not likely to be an obstacle to the ex
were yet allowed to go* up’the”ri7eZ
they jumped into a canoe and pursued’
towns of Ayr and Kilmarnock, six and lhe whole amount of opium in port, immediate measures were taken to procure
tension
of
the
rail
road
to
Portland,
should
I hey wounded him several times with a
all the necessary depositions, &c. and yester
twelve miles distant, were filled.
Hous
British and American, amounting to 22 - day morning two of our inhabitants started a ferry be deemed seriously objectionable. harpoon, but not being able to bold him
es throughout the neighborhood were let
322 chests, was
previously
he effected his escape. A short time af’
Boston Daily Adv.
w.aLpre
5iousl\ given
given up
°p to
to ’ or r redericksburg, one of whom knows the
for £10 to £30, and’ single
‘
beds for 10
boy, and will be able to identify him if he is
a
P
f
t
h
«
riii
es,
valued
at
about
Horrible Traged^A deep and most ter they discovered him in (heir nets
to 20s. a night,
It was computed that $12,000,000.
'rphe amount of American found. The circumstance has produced a
rx /xcx.v
and with much difficulty succeeded in
on Wednesday, 80,000 people were asstrong sensation here, and much indignation, painful sensation was excited in the com hrmgmghimto the shore.
opium is stated at 1540 chests.
He proved
The
se-mbled within the Eglingtoun grounds,
British residents were making prepara is felt at the commission of so daring an out munity this morning, by the rumor of a to be a mackerel. He was ten feet nine
The castle was built by the grandfather
rage.
The
humane
feelings
displayed
by
deed of blood which it was sincerely hoped
tions to leave Canton, by order of Capt.
of the present ^voouaoui
wim cue
the Mayor of Fredericksburg, and the prompt at first was but a rumor—but which, af inches m length, six feet eleven inches in
possessor,, .«uu
and with
the Elliot.
girth, three feet seven inches across the
itude
of
his
action
in
this
case,
are
worthy
grounds presented a fine appearance. The
The U. S. frigate Columbia, Com. of especial commendation. There is reason ter inquiry, proved, alas, too true.
tad, and three feet from the nose to the
ground selected for the Lists formed a
Those who have been accustomed io
beautiful natural amphitheatre. The are Read had arrived at Macao from Manil to believe that the name of Perley or Perlin walk in Chesnut street, in the neighbor gills.—When salted, he filled (wo barrels
la, and the John Adams corvette was bhearer was a false one, and that the per
and a hal-fri»x
4
na formed an oblong square of 650 by 250
The ship Gerard son assuming it was merely an instrument hood of Independence Square, must have
feet. On the South side of it was the moment y expected.
and fiaik Frances sailed in company with m the hands of Dickenson, or Dickenson frequently stepped into the confectionary
The Steam Frigate.—The ...el and floor
grand Pavilion for the elite of the visiters,
Shearer, who is, unquestionably, the princi store and refreshment rooms of Mr Wood
the Niantic, for New York.
timbers of the steam frigate at our naw
pal in the transaction. We are not ¿ertain opposite the State House.
calculated to contain 800 persons, and on
yard are laid, and the stem and stern timBoston Daily Adv.
what the penalty for the offence is, in Vir
other sides galleries for 1600.
At each
They must remember also his handsome
ginia, to the laws of which State he will
Sheis 10 feet ^nger than
end were t he marques and tents for the
From Buenos Ayres.—News from Bue be amenable, for selling the boy, but we be and attentive daughter, whose chief care the ship Pennsylvania—her other dimen
knights to the number of 21.__ Two pa
nos Ayres to July 29, and from Mon- lieve the crime is punishable' with death” it was to attend to the more elegant min sions are as follows
vilions were also erected for a banquet,
{®v^eo to August 5, has been received I he name of the father of the ill fated lad istrations of the establishment.—She was
and a ball-room, the former 137 feet in at New York. The French blockade of is John F. Francis.—
a faithful and dutiful girl, just blushing in
F E E T INCHES.
Length of keel, _
_
length, in which three tables were laid,
fo womanhood. Among her many admir
! the former place continued. New trouband the latter 170 feet in length and 45 es had broken out in the Banda Orien
bet’n perpendiculars, 220
The Kidnapped Roy, whose abduction ers was a young man in Sixth street, by
from Worcester (Mass.) we alluded to a the name of Peak, who
n breadth.
“ extreme including cut
succeeded
tal.
t was said that 1500 men had
day or two since, has been found, says the
water,
..
_
240
The weather, which had been variable
her affections.
About Breadth of beam, (moulded) 39
to Jhai. Pr
°vince rrom
from the
th- . Y.
,
lluV|Uce
i. commercial,
I
Commercial, at Cartersville (Va
’l and in securing
for some days, was beautiful on Tuesday.
two
weeks
since,
we
understand
they
were
is nnw
irenlrekk,
other side, headed by Gen. Laviblaca, IS
ll0'v’ P
’.nhahly, on his way home. ' ^f] /
outside of planking,
Wednesday opened auspiciously, but at whose object is to put down^the pres er, who carried him South, anTsokThim privately married, and on Thursday eve
40
“ outside ofguards,
12 o clock the sky became overcast, and ent
■
68
government, and either to rein is still under arrest-as he will remain, prob ning the young woman left the establishDepth
of-hpld,
xj
’
vpui
01
noiit,
_
_
gg
soon the rain came down in torrents, and! state Oribe, or to take the reins him ably, for some time to come.
6
ment of her father, and joined her busDraught of water, (load line) 18
continued to fall during the rest of the j self.
Portland Argus. 1 band.
On Saturday she returned, and
3
Height
fine
above
load
fine,
13
day.
The procession nevertheless was
Don Fnicfuoso Rivera (the President)
9
all the circumstances were made known
The
Death
of
Col.
Pluck.-Co\ono\
Pluck
Measurement
of
tons,
1908
formed at two o’clock, and went round! had gone .in person to the camp, with
to the former.
tons.
He instantly closed his
died
suddenly,
yesterday
morning
at
the
the square, the distance of a mile, and the intention of putting down the revThe one building at New York is of
Block ley Hospital of disease of the heart shop, much to the surprise of the public
entered the lists at a quarter before olutionary movements.
Similar
dimensions, and the moulds for her
more
than
particular
attraction
being
now
’
An hour before his death, he was walking
three.
Every one was drenched, and
about as usual, and had given one of the m the ladies’ department—a striking like construction were sent from our navy
Boston Daily Adv.
some of the ladies abandoned their places
resident physicians the politest of his bows ness of Queen Victoria by a young artist i[arj
ilere are onty about twenty
in the procession. Their palfreys howev
From Rio de Janeiro.—The brig Ama A few years ago, the name of Colonel °f this city, having been placed there for hands at work upon her, while we understand that upward of one hundred are ener were there beautifully caparisoned. zon , from Rio de Janeiro, whence she Pluck was in the mouths of the militia exhibition.
gaged on the one at New York.
From
1 he tilting soon commenced, with consid sailed on the 14th August, and brig Ade systern „hating people from “ Maine to
The
demeanor
of
the
father
to
his
erable spirit, and several lances were bro laide, from the same port, 16th August Georgia -hls name became as familiar as daughter was morose and unreconcilinu present appearances, however, the hulls'
a household word, but when the Colonel
ken. The rain at length carried the day, arrived here to-day. The mercantile ad became an inmate of the Alms House, his although he had previously invited her Of both Will be finished long before their
and after the fifth bout the ground having- vices by these vessels do not materially name died suddenly away, and now, alas avorf LbU-USre rtr°Ve by eVery rneans ,0 l"glTS/re ready for ^^■'-Philadelphia
been in a great measure cleared, at 5 o’- differ from those previously received. for military glory he has died as suddenly avert his ill-feeling, which, so far as it Jyorth American.
r
£>°ck the proceedings were suspended Notwithstanding the very ample supplies himself.—Philadelphia Herald.
was likely to end in any thing desperate
SmaZZ Par—A letter in the Bath TeleI he banquet also and the ball were bro m the course of last month and the conhe ingeniously concealed. This morninv
ken up, the costly preparations for
Hidden Treasure.—Wo team, says the owever, at about ten o’clock, as the the’i f,’?|npDn S!law of W'scasset says, that
rise
exchange, prices of
Iur them
tnem comitant
n
.........
.. m the
11
havmg been rendered
FPy’ -haiT a y0Un^ man »«med daughter was sitting in the room with her he Small P°x which is now spreading in
nugatory by the
>' a very brisk uem3na
demand T
J'cmity, is °f the Distinct variety, and
rain. A ball however was held in one of|C
I°r the United States, remained Lewis Brigham, in Northborough, about ten lather, he walked deliberately np to her
days since, in digging for woodchucks, un
arndet nr\he T Seen’ P,esent tbe different
the large rooms in the castle, at WL.^
bich .V,ery S,eady’ bnt since the beginning of
and
drawing
a
pistol
from
his
’
bosom,
plac

most m r he d,sease> i,otn varioloid to the
great numbers attended, and made amends ,be present week, have declined abofl 50 earthed a metal kettle, containing near three ed ,t a most against her forehead, and shot
pecks by measure, ofold coin, of various deSmall P gOailAantfrightful kind
Distinct
as well and as far as they were able for to 100 rs., and m this proportion
Monday !ast Dr. S. was
22Miaat'°.L.S’ ab0t,t. °?e third of which was her entirely through the brain. The ball caTlS
the disappointments of the day.
bags Were sold to-day.-Baltimore 1,500 gold and the remainder silver. The
one vi
• Bootbbay- There were then in
Amervessel we learn, passed through the skull and
On the morning of the second day the lean.
wasstrength,
so completely
decomposed
as to
2ft on« •y ? t 3e S°,Uh Part oi lhat tow,b
no
and barely
to retain"
h's 'iorm' fell m anofher part of the room.
storm continued.
A.ftcr
After some hours Of
of
The murderous weapon was at once phsp t ,n rbe eruPtive stage, and the dis
ease, he says, was rapidly increasing. There
We do not understand whether the exact'
doubt it was resolved to abandon the' fur*
The Great Western took out
thrown from the hands of the desperate
R LppCn ?SeSTf K ln Wiscasset, Aina and
- about oi'uotTii,
1°"eJ' f'aS bee" as“«=»med
ofthe
Tournament
ther prosecution of
the Tournament.
But $600,000 in specie. -F
man in the presence of bis dying child in Wate?ville.nd r6P°rt SayS there is one case
It was shipped by
• ’ 1
at mid-day
the clouds dispersed and the a great number of persons.
and himself secured. The Sheriff of the
A sum of
and"it
sun shone out in splendor, and
it was $300,000, f r
expected from Philadelphia
Last evening, between 8 and 9 o’clock city was sifting m his office, and was imsoon announced that the tournay should did not arrive.
1By the Queen
kiueen about
.r^W*--clement Wyer of
■ive.
there was observed in this city a perfect med.afejy aware that something unusualI
•
proceed on the next day.—The crowds $ 150,000 were received in Specie.
He crossed the street
y’
I2’ Was sra,’bed in the
lunar rainbow.
The moon was shining had occurred.
who were beginning to disperse returned.
1 he Great Western took the largest bnghtly in the East, and her beams, re immediately; and ascending to the apart breast yesterday by Fayette Warren of the
On Friday the weather was clear and mad that ever went from this conJtry.
n8ge| Wil ’ -a ,JaekknifeThe wound
flected from the falling rain-drops of a ments where the deed was done, found
ea* y an j inch
in depth,
and
beautiful, and the whole population again
the
murderer
standing,
pale
and
terribly
have
peneirat
the
|u|jgs
ha(J
the .would
nstru_
m»ki„P0S(Kge m0"ey Was about $3000. /shower in the West, formed a large and
turned their steps towards Eglingtoun cas “ 2 000
agitated,
with
his
back
to
the
fire
place
7
T!ents of the “«¡I eq™i perfect arch, m which we could distinctly
ment
not
met
the
rib
and
glanced.
Warren
tle. The grand stand was occupied as t0 12,00° single letters.
make out two of the prismatic colors— bte ?‘S da?fMnr lyinS P^trate and was arrested and is now in Jail.
before and the procession was formed as
Of the specie taken by the Great WesBangor Whig.
Srelen-and at times, when his fee1? °n the fl°°r With her head near
on the first day. The following is a brief from’ on? fl’T $'50>000 ^re taken b!
the light from the moon was clearest, the
description of the scene from the Glasgow
One child, a promising lad, was clasping
1 banks.—The course of busi violet also, but more faintly. At first oncitizens of Brownville have
Courier of Saturday.
5
ness now is strengthening the bank vaults. { a^entofthe arch was visible, in his knee, and averring with tearful eyes,
eyes, p*' en ncdæe that in consequence of the
yl- The Queen of Beauty and her „uard
M. Y. Jour. Com.
®outh ^est- but as the shower passed and language of imploring passion, that removal of the Postmaster of that town
o. lady archers in green velvet dresses
father did not, father could not do it
and the appointment ofan unsuitable man
Northwardly this segment was gradually
while other members of the family were a an unsuitable place, they want their
, now rode th^te nd
prolonged
until
at
last
the
entire
arch
ex

“ J=;
isted in all its beauty—remaining visible sobbing and shrieking over the dying sis- papers and letters sent to Williamsburg,
Coro
m.u kei,—They were taken
f
ffO
a.’2d
On the entrance of the l iscataquis county.—ib.
from
some for several minutes—,V. E Com. Jdz,.
point on the Gulf, in which they
sheriff, Wood lifted his arm as if in the
were
Wheat.-David Lee, Esq. of Barre, Mass,
aimed with ermine, and richly embroid-J not. before generally supposed to exist.
The number of passengers on the Eastern act of firing a pistol, and exclaimed—“ I has received bounty for 96 bushels of wheat,
Portland Adv.
i
Rail Road last week was 11,064.
I am the man—I shot her—I shot her !”
iaise the present season from six bushels oi
Phila. Gaz. of 30th ult.
t
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Accidents.—Three Powder Mills were
i
gALT RHEUM.
'' blown up in Westfield, Mass, on Monday
HYMENEAL.
forenoon,
last
week.
A
dwelling-house,
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1839.
WILLIAM LORD & CO. ’
p,n!1)scriber bavin^ as he has reason
MARRIED—In South Berwick., by Rev. Mr
Darn and two out-buildings were also blown Rankin, Mr. Alanson Valentine of Danvers M S.3 TfAVE. ¿ISt received, from New York ¡the Salt. Rhemn^''im?'vXch’ n^y'
he
yior/i County Convention,
to atoms. About 20,000 pounds of powder to 1»
MissSao»,26lb
M,randa E
Smith
of
S
u
1t.
Mr.
William
Bramble,
to
and
Winter
“
cood“
SMjh
‘
e
^hl
‘
O
d
°
f
considered
as
a
remedy
for
various
other
e
f
I In Saco, 26th ult- 1X1 he whigs in each town in this Conn-|
. .issMarthaLanz.
. n,er Zm
"
'vi,b llle" foe-p"""«rs, or omaneous diseases, woul.l inlorrn
A
ty are
requested’ ‘to send two ___
delegates
?“ 4
6
manufactured Mis.MarlhaL.ug,
ty
are requet
In M ilton N. H. Mr. Cyras Ferdon of Sooth i An
‘"t'88 assol tme“t- lhe P'jW'O. •!'»> be has applied for mid reto
Convention, to
to be
be holden
holden at
at Alfred
Alfred Court
Court
destroyed. The concussion was so
to aa Convention,
1
“leO‘«he following, viz
ceived the Uniled Slates Letters Patent,
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tablishment, 240 by 140 feet, situated in ed a strong and cultivated mind, manners grace- i
The Assembly 82 whigs to 46 Locos.
- --------- so amiable as,' L”ek, Woolen ami Fur lined Gloves', Love admitted to be good for the complaint, which
ful and easy, and a disposition
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esteem aud regard of a large circle of
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there would be quite as much reason in —850,000 insured.--------- A dwelling house and it may have been that this very affliction j! Salisbury, Red and Cotton Flannel; Check had before found iu some degree beneficial.
¡ and Plain Linrcey ; Birds Eye and Ruscomplaining that the officers of the Navy on Central street, in Lowell, Mass, was burnt was productive of lasting benefit to him, by II sia Diaper; Table Covers; White and Brown | he formed a compound, and applied it to his
i diseased and distressed frame.
In three
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of the United States are retained in .service, last week—another building contiguous to
Linen; Black Crape; Satin and Taffeta weeks, he can say with truth and pleasure ;
enterprise and perseverance. His mind was re- '
while “ we are not upon bad terms with it was very much injured.
do it with much gratitude,
markably welt balanced ; being neither elated by ¡ Ribbons ; Galoons ; Thread and Cotton and he ought
prosperity, nor grbatly depressed by adversity ; i Edgings ; Inserting ; Black and White Lace ; that he was comparatively well; and shortly
any nation of the globe,” as that the Cus
A gentleman in Dedham, Mass, received so that he preserved a tranquil spirit under (he Quillings ; Foundation ; IPound Wire ; Mix after was restored to perfect health, so far
tom House officers in the several districts
877 for strawberries sold in June and July fluctuations of business and the trials of life. ed Jean ; Black and White Wadding; Green as regards Salt Rheum ; and continues so to
enumerated last week, where the pay ofthe
But that which threw a lustre over all his ac and Red Moreen ; White aud Colored Worst this day :—a period effive years.
last—the product of 10 rods of land—equal quirements
was his devoted piety.
More than ed. ; White and Mixed Woolen Yarn ; White
officers exceeds the amount of duties col
Hundreds of persons, afflicted by this
to 81200 an acre. Expenses $6 44.
eight years ago, it is believed, he was enabled and Mixed Knitting Cotton ; Linen and Cot grievous malady, have made use of this
lected, are retained. The cases are very
by the grace of God, to consecrate himself & all ton Thread; Persian Spools; Brown and medicine ; ami, as far as he can learn, it has
similar, very ! A horde of custom-house
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—The officers of the Navy, who are abroad
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The wheat crop of New Flampshire, for since, for the benefit of her health ; and Mr. L.
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and Whale Oil ; Molasses ; 1Brown.
ing fishing vessels at sea, at all times well
Conservative Nomination.—The Con But. the hand ofdisease was upon him. which, White and Loaf Sugars , Mace ; Cloves ; however old, or young, or feeble; for it is
charged with administration papers, &c.!
simple, and may be applied with safety.
servatives of Ulster County, N. Y. have at the command of his Heavenly Father, was Allspice ; Pepper;• GniJiftJi
Ginger’ j; Nutmegs ; TndiThe following certificates and recommen
Fie, man, fie ! Do not demean yourself so
breaking down his earthly tabernacle, that he go : Box ami Keg Tobacco ; Fish ; Flour ;
nominated Gen. Scott for the Presidency.
dations show how effectual this remedy is,
might be received to a “house not made with Cheese ; Pork ; Herds Grass Seed
much ; do not insult the understandings of
Seed;; Cadiz when properly applied, viz :
hands, eternal in the Heavens.’’—After leaving
(E/^The sales of public lands, at Chi Leghorn last May, Mr. L’s. illness,-a remittant and Sack Salt ; Saleratus ; Cassia ; Cake and From the Rev. Josiah T. Hawes, of Edge
your readers so much, as to put forth such
Bar Soap ;Salt Petre; 7-9 and 8 10 Glass;
nonsense as sober truth or sound reasoning.
comb, Me.
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0^8911 75 have been subscribed for the
i This certifies that my wife, after having
recovered so far as fo be able to bear the journey’, &c.
mend that publishers of newspapers adopt relief of the captured Africans.
been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times,
he was recommended to come to' Leamington
—ALSO—
the system of advance payments for sub
to consult Dr Jephson, a physician of great ce
A good assortment of Crockery and especially in the winter season, for more
Rum!—A woman was murdered in New lebrity, and appeared so much belter that passa Glass Ware.—All of the above articles, with than twelve years, applied about one year ago
scriptions and advertising. Perhaps such a
ges were engaged in the Great Western for him
,
. ........
are offered
forb to Mr. William B. Trufant of Bath, for a cer
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at
there certainly could be a very great im
vertised as a cure for this dreadful disease.
duce.
hand ; and on Tuesday evening, Augn«t 27lh,
She obtained it, and used it for several weeks
provement made upan the present system with a knife. He was under the influence he
Kennebunk, Oct. 5,1839.
died in perfect peace—trustinjy in that Savior
agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant,
of doing business. Advance payment might of the demon intemperance at the time of “ wliohad loved him, and washed him from his
when to her great joy she found herself to
sins in bis own blood.’’—In one of his last letters,
be insisted upon for transient advertising, committing the act.
appearance ¡rerfectly cured. She has had
Mr L. had expressed his disappointment in not
and also for subscriptions, where the per
New Paper.—The “ Maine Cultivator and being able to wisit Jerusalem, or at least to have A SA IL CUTTER, 69 Middle Street, some smaU symptoms of the disease once
son ordering a tiaper resides 5 or 10 miles Weekly Gazette” is the title of a new pa a view of that interesting City—but he has now Zj! Portland, has just received from New since, but a brief application of the ointment,
or more from the office of publication. If per, published at Hallowell, by Mr. T. P. gone to the City of the living God —the heavenly York a very large and "desirable assortment &c. has removed them.—There can be hut
Jerusalem, “ to ga no more out forever '.’’—Com of Staple and Fancy Dry Goods, to which little doubt, I think, that a more thorough
such an arrangement could be made and Newman and edited by Rev. Wm. A. Drew. municated.
he would invite the attention of Cash pur application, at first, would have effected a
universally adopted by the fraternity, news
chasers. consisting in part as follows^—Eng r; di cal cure. That she has received great
The Africans.—The blacks taken on
paper publishing would be far more jileas board the Amistad, who have been in our
lish, German and American Double and Sin benefit from the use of this medicine, 1 have
SHIP NEWS.
ant, as well as profitable, than it now is. If gaol for the last two weeks, left on Satur
gle Milled Broadcloths, for Gentlemen’s Sur- never doubted fora moment ; though, at the
KENNEBUNK, OCTOBER 5, 1 839?
^The laborers in any of the various depart
touts, Dress Coats and Ladies’ Cloaks ; time she commenced using it, I was skepti
day morning for New Haven, with the ex
Brown, Green, Blue and Black Pilot and cal.—Though I will yield io no one in my
ments of livelihood-getting, by the “ sweat ception of Jingua, the leader. He took a
Beaver Cloths ; Doeskins; Cassimeres and hatred to quackery, I do most cordially rec
Oct 3—Schs. Nile, Walker, Boston :
of the brow,” are “ worthy of their hire,” seat with a driver ofthe New Haven stage
Moro, Mitchell, do.;
Buckskins ; Silk Velvet and Vestings ; 6 4 ommend “ Mr. Trufant’s Patent med.cme for
Superior, Emery, do.;
to all who are afflicted with
We happened to be
they are most assuredly those who are en in the afternoon.
English, German and Real French Merinoes. the Salt Rheumt”.................
i
....... .
Sip. Pacific, Oaks, do.
believing
that if it
and Napolean Cloths for Cloaks ; Figured this dreadful malady,
gaged in the vexatious and toilsome business passing the City Hotel when the stage
..
- -----effect
t a permanejfl
and Plain Alepines, all colours ; Superior should not in all cases
of publishing a public journal, and they owe it stopped there, and the Driver having oc
Black. Plain and Figured Silks ; Chailies C>U,e’1V )vo,dd at leasf greatly mitigate tjfl
to themselves, at least, to take some steps casion to alight, placed the reins in the
and Mouslin de Laines : Camleteens ; Print dreadful disease, and therefore prove to T)f
NTENDS keeping constantly on hand, a ed Saxonies for Dresses; French, London a [Hibhc benefit.
J. T. HAWES.
which shall secure them against the heavy hands of Jingua. No boy ever received
general assortment of
N. Edgecomb, April 15, 1838.
and Common Calicoes ; Furniture Patches;
losses they now sustain by the various im them with more evident gratification. He
This medicine can be obtained of the fol
seemed delighted at the confidence repos
Laces and Lace Veils, and all kinds of
Boots and Shoes,
positions and frauds that are practised up
ed in him, and we presume, for the mo such as Calfskin and thick Boots ; Boysand White Goods ; Merino, Edenboro, High lowing agents :—
on them. The public would be the gain ment, felt as free as his situation seemed
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich ; Kennebunk ;
Children’s Shoes.—Also Ladies Morocco and land and Worsted Shawls ; Whitney and
er by such a regulation, both intellectually to indicate.
Rose Blankets ; Ladies’ Travelling Baskets port, Andrew Luques ; Saco, S. L. Goodale •
Kid Slippers, and Calfskin Shoes.
and Straw Satchels; Blue and very fine. Portland, A. Carter ; Wells, Joseph Wilson
and morally—intellectually, because if bet
Also, Repairing done at short notice.
Probably not less than five or six thous
A first rate workman wanted at the above White Warp, &c. &c., besides an endless and Aaron Maxwell ; Westbrook, Warren
ter paid, publishers could afford to issue lar and persons visited these unfortunate cap
variety of odds and ends usually found in a & King ;—and by his agents generally
business.
ger sheets and bestow more labor upon them, tives during their confinement here.
Dry Goods Stoi-p.
throughout the State.
Kennebunk, October 4, J839.
Hartford Courant.
without increasing the present prices ; and
October 5, 1839.
morally, because one *• occasion for stumb
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•List of Letters
The Hon. James C. Alvord, member of
NEW FALL GOODS.
PfJMf’S will be sold fit Public AucRemaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk,
ling’’ would be removed out ofthe reach of Congress elect for the Franklin District,
UST received by the subscriber a new
lion, at the store of Capt. Daniel
Maine, Sept. 30, 1839.
the perversely disposedthe best results (Mass.,) died on Friday night last, after a
supply of
Curjis in Kennebunk, on Saturday the- fifth
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
might be reasonably anticipated from the re severe illness of several weeks. The va day of October next, at 2 o’clock, afternoon,
Essgiisli, Freoeh & Americaia
ACOB BRIDGES, Miss Lucy Bragdon,
moval of a temptation to which thousands cancy will not probably be filled, until the and one dozen Iron Rakesand a s<iall lot of
Ury Ooods & Groceries.
Mrs. Sarah K. Baker,—Capt. Francis
general election in November. The Whig
are daily yielding, and thus undermining the majority in this District at the last election, Hoops. They will be sold to pay wharfage,
Chadhourne, Mrs. Hannah Chick,—Capt.
—ALSO—
storage
and
freight
on
a
lol
sent
to
Boston
foundation of moral principle in their hearts was 3,012.— Portland Adv.
Hard Ware and Carpenter’s Tools— John Dean, William Dm rell, Mark Dresser,
and other expenses.
jun., Joshua Day, Mrs. Paulina Dav,—Hor
Crockery and Glass Ware.
and taking a long step on the highway of
A. WARREN, Auctioneer.
ace Emery, Seth Emmons, Miss Mercy El
—also—
crime.
Kennebunk, Sept. 11, 1839.
Gentlemen’s, Ladies’ and Children’s Shoes well,—Asa Fairfield, 2,—Samuel Gillpatrick,
Head the following Card.
and Boots ; Winter Strained Sperm Oil. Al James Garland, Rev. Elias M eGregory, Miss
Installation.—Rev. Mr. Edes, of Au DR. WM. EVANS’ CELEBRATED SOOTH
Susan G. Goodwin.
so, low priced Refined Winter Oil.
gusta, has accepted the invitation to be ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING.
H. GOULD has just received a fresh
The
whole
comprises
a
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good
assort

H. I. J. K. L. M.
infallible remedy has preserved huncome Pastor of the Unitarian Church in this qjlHIS
supply of GOODS, for the Fall and ment of new and fashionable Goods, and
Miss Sarah Huff',—Paul Junkins, Miss Han
JSL
dreds of children, when thought past re
Winter trade, which he will sell at low pri
will be disposed of on very favorable terms nah T. Jones,—Charles W. Kimball, 2,_ G.
town, and Wednesday, 23d inst. has been covery, from convulsions.. As soon as the Sy
for Cash.
ISAAC FURBISH.
& I. Lord, 4. William Lord, 2, Capt. Thom
rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov ces for Cash.
designated for the services of Installation.
Kennebunk-port, October 5, 1839.
Kennebunk, Oct. 5, 1839.
as Lord, Clement A. Lord, Solomon Lothrop,
er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
John L. Little, James Larrabee, Obadiah
Accident.—A young man had his hand cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to
t
let its gums be rubbed with it. When infants
Littlefield, Elisha Littlefield, Jun., Ebenezer
badly maimed, on the day ofthe Regimental are at the age of four months, though there is
Littlefield, Mrs. Lucy 'Littlefield, Miss Ann
Review, in this town, last week. The com no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup jOADGER’S Patent Cooking Stoves for
SA H. CUTTER, 69 Middle Street, Lowe,—A. McCulloch & Co., James Mitch
should be used on the gums, to open the pores.
sale by the subscriber —Persons wish
Portland, has just added to his for ell, Obadiah Moody.
panies had been dismissed and the young Parents should never be without the Syrup in
ing to purchase a Stove, will do well to ex
mer Stock a full and complete assortment of
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
man injured was engaged in loading his the nursery where there are young children : for amine these before doing so, as they are be
superior three Ply, Brussels, Kidderminister,
William C. Odiorne,— Miss Sarah J. Pope,
gun, walking at the time and dragging the if a child wakes in the night with pain in the lieved to be superior to any thing of the Ingrained and Common Carpetings ; Dam
Mrs. Mary Jane Parker,- —Johnson Rideout,
gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
S. H. GOULD.
gun along, when it was accidentally dis ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby kind now in use.
ask and Venetian Stair and Cotton do. ; 4 5 2, James K. Remich, Elias Stevens,
, Mrs.
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EFA severe case of Teething with Summer
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T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
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Complaint, cured by the infallible American
Benjamin F. Thompson, William Tarnumber of splinters therein. He is now do Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M ERSONS having unsettled accounts with
box, Miss Elizabeth Tripp,—Charles W.
ing well, but will be unable to labor for Pherson, residing at No. 8 Madison street,
LIVE GEESE FEATHERS.
the subscriber, of more than one year’s
George
N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of
standing are respectfully requested to call75 Bales Extra quality, Prussia White ; Williams, g. S. Williams, 2,
months, at least.
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fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the and have the same adjusted.
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;
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;
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and
The practice of firing after the companies j Syrup for her child, who was suffering
____ & excrucia____ _
Common FEATHERS, which are cleaned L. Webber, Miss Lucinda Wildes, Mrs. Re
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and
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' , I momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
exceedingly dangerous, JA
and warranted to give satisfaction.
Best Miss Julia Ann Warren, Miss Mary A. Wake
regard to self- j bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could
field.
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[From the Boston Morning Post.]
Curled Hair and Mattresses of all sizes.
preservation and a decent respect for others, be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
Pew Cushions, &c. &c.
alarming
Dr. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters are
should restrain our “citizen soldiery” from ly- on its application,
•<
. / the
-----------1,-symptoms ceased,? and bby
conduct SO unjustifiable.
|j ed
Y continuing the use of the syrup on an excellent medicine.
We have taken a
DISSOLUTION OF CO-PARTNER
urns, the hnwels
I the if
gums,
bowels in aa short limo
time became bottle of them, and are about ten years
DUTCH BOLTING CLOTHS,
SHIP.
¡natural As a tribute of gratitude for the bene younger (in our feelings) than we were a
Constantly on hand, 36 to 40 inches.......
« Mo*e, ,Md7er Acc.DENTS.-During a fit
... afforded the child, „
the mother freely sanction- month ago.
numbers and of the very best quality, at Bos
Sham light, at the muster in Anson, Me. last ’ ed publicity to the above. Pray be pa'rlieular'in
HE Co-partnership, heretofore existing
week, a man had his hand shockingly mang- applying for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOOTHING [From the Bunker Hill Aurora, Charlestown.] ton or New-York prices.—Purchasers are in
under the style of Daniel W. Lord
led by the accidental discharge of his pis- SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
& Co. has been dissolved.
Dr. Richardson's Bitters.—The editor of vited to examine the above as they will be
tol—at the same muster, a horse was instant vertised. Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street. the Post has been made to feel ten years sold low for Cash, by
All persons having unsettled accounts with
AGENTS.
ly killed from under one of the field officers,
„
A. H. CUTTER.
the late firm, are desired to pay the same to
younger by the use of one bottle of
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me- ;
Portland, October 5, 1839.
6w.
by the careless firing of a ramrod,—a ramrod
Daniel W. Lord, without any delay, he being
Dr. Richardson’s Bitters. These bitters are
•S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
was also fired through a man’s hand.
fully authorized to settle the whole business
quite
popular,
and
generally
prove
highly
James Crocket, Norway ;
of said firm.
DANIEL W. LORD,
beneficial.
Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
(Y^Tt has been ascertained that the Loco
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gives notice, that he has made suitable pro continual
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
and dies
so
relieve
the
system
of
febrile
action
and
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
Principal New England Office,
holy sacr
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient 'Pills; feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
in his
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
of said town on his account or on account of their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew (delightful sense of convalescence in the
power o
the town, as he will pay no bill for their my situation, in a few days 1 shall be at your office morning; and though the usual symptoms JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the ofa cold should partially return during the
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
the stand
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
walls that
next hourof bed-time will almost invariably and Seleucus Adams ;
Dr. Wm. Evans.
There
Lyman, William Huntress;
He therefore need only add that his effect permanent relief, without further aid.
NOTICE.
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
gerous cl
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with Their effect upon fevers of a more acute and
PT1HE subscribers having contracted with his
C. W. KIMBALL
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
whom w<
-0the town of Kennebunk-port to sup PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
OULD
inform
the
inhabitants
of
Ken

«xpressiv
port the poor of said town for one year from at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
—men w
the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice his authorised agents in town and country. of the most alarming kind, will awake with
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining tions in v
that they have made suitable provision for
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
(t^The
The above invaluable medicines can the gratifying consciousness that the fierce
Alexander Warren’s, Apothecary, formerly
their support, and are ready to fulfil their be obtained, at the following places, from the enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
the swe
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
contract in every particular.—All persons are AGENTS.
guileless
sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. up in good order for the above named busi
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of
der chord
turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce Spear ;
ness.
CARRYALLS
and
LIGHT
WAG

Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
said Paupers on our account, or on account of
ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- GONS, of any style, built to order and war
ever* V
the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not
S'. L. Goodale, Saco ;
•—the former to small and the latter to large man ;
ranted.
__ALS0—
might cor
pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
York, Alexander Dennett;
doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
Pass in re
or nature whatever.— We deem it proper to
Chaise Repairing; & Painting
ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Thos.
Chase,
Jr.
North
Yarmouth
;
fenan Ae.
give notice that we have contracted with
Buxton,
C.
M.
Merrill,
P.
M.
;
ness,
and
very
many
other
varieties
of
the
done
at
short
notice
and
on
the
most
reasona

S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical
—trifled
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
ble terms.
—also—
services to the poor for the year above nam
that they
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
cacy of the Phenix Bitters. Full directions
S.
Gardner,
Bowdoinham
;
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
ed.
JOHN HUTCHINS,3d.
their own
for the use of these medicines, and showing
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
FRANCIS BOSTON.
their distinctive applicability to different P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams,
on hand, and will he sold as cheap as can be
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
with his
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
complaints, accompany them ; and they can
Parsonsfield, Asa Dohon ; North do., Milo purchased in this State. Various kinds of
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
a malicio
be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367 J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Thos. Faye, P. M= Vassalboro’;
LUMBER taken in part payment.
NOTICE.
only a fei
Broadway, where numerous certificates of
Cornish, John McLellan ;
March
28,1838.
J.
A.
Fuller,
Thomaston
;
HpHE Schooner GRAPE will
their owi
their unparalleled success are always open to
Limington, James McArthur;
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
1
sa’J irom Perkins’ wharf,
nod as dee
inspection.
Waterborough,
James
Leavett
;
Jpshua
Dillingham,
Camden;
|VwJn Kennebunk-port, and from the
KIME.
feel, that
| tt?3-AH post paid letters will receive imHollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Thos. Hodgman, Warren ;
A.XA- In Boston, .as a regular Pack
1 mediate attention.
Buxton, T. Bolles;
J.
D.
Currier,
Waldoboro
’
;
tations,’
CASKS LIME, for sale by
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston,
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
Sold wholesale and retail by' WM. B.
are mark
W
JAMES LORD.
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to
Acton, Wm. Evans.
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill 4
[MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A
the book
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
Kennebunk,
August
23,
1839.
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
Ambrose 11. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
liberal deduction made to those who pur
and weather permitting. For Freight or
°n the sr
241 Broadway, N. Y.
J. Crockett, Norway ;
chase to sell again.
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Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward,
and most
May,
1839.
J.
K.
Miller,
Oldtown
;
A
gent
—
Daniel
Remich,
Kennebunk.
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
Caleb Crafts, Minot ;
ery- Am
The Life Medicines may also be had of
HE subscriber has on hand a general as
D. & S, WARD.
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ; the principal druggists in every town Eass Viol and Violin Strings.
mmost sc
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COLFreeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
---- 2
— VU
„.2 TA.i
a sincere ;
throughout the United States and the Cana
FRESH lot of
Bass
Viol and
Violin ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
das.^
Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and
Phe.
----------------Strings,
of
superior
quality,
this
day
which
he
will
sell
at
a
small
profit
for
th®
ance—om
Strings,
of
superior
quality,
this
dav
a FEW bottles of this popular and scarce
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
L.Z» Bitters ,; ciuu
luai Cl
idU BHIJlie
nix
and be ouiv
sure that
a fac
simile OI
of received—for sale by
these min
same pay, or approved credit.
„
xA Medicine just received and for sale
T~l.IM
___ :__________ :_________ . >
. .
. „
New-York.
John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for
JAMES HUBBARD«
D. REMICH.
°f admira
D. REMICH
April 20, 1839.
Jy.
each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
Kennebunk, Sept. 11,1839.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
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